Perm-A-Store’s **TeraTurtle LTO-20 Capacity** Turtle Case is designed to secure and protect cartridges in jewel cases from physical damage, tape distortion, and changes in temperature/humidity.

### Features:
- Waterproof
- Superior cushioning and no exposed foam or debris-generating agents
- Individual slots for each tape in a jewel case
- Airtight
- ATA Impact certified
- Stainless steel hardware
- Double movement latches prevent accidental opening
- Double padlockable
- Lifetime warranty
- COO: U.S.

---

**Capacity** | 20  
**Color**    | Black  
**Waterproof** | Yes  
**Airtight**  | Yes  
**Weight (lbs)** | 6  
**Dimensions** | 15.8” x 12.1” x 6.8”